SECTION 1
Let C: H $ W is bijective linear operator, operating from algebra W in linear space H. We de ne convolution with weight 2 W by equation 1, 2] ' = C ?1 (C') (C )] ; '; and ' 2 H At last, we shall suppose, that for element ' 2 H exists nite or in nite limit lim n!1 n?1 (C') n = ' 1 (2) where from lim n!1 (') n = C ?1 (' 1 ) or belong to H, or this limit is in nite. 
SECTION 3
We consider convolutional equation a (') = 1 X n=1 a n (') n = ;
in which -is known, and ' -is required element from H. In general case this equation have in nite order, but it may be polynomial equation of power p 2. We allows, that function a(x) is invertible with help series (5) and, hence, the equality (6) and (7) (or (8)) take place. We notice, that function a(x), is strictly monotonic on interval fjxj < s a < r b g, is obviously invertible.
Takinig into account (4) we nd that b ( (C )) = (C') or
(10) From here, if k k < s b , then equality (9) has the solution ' 2 H, determined by formula (10) k'k < s a and by virtue of (1).
It is easy to see, that convolutional equation 
